FRESHMAN BASEBALL CANDIDATES TO MEET

Announcements To Be Made Today—Meeting In Room 4, Monday, 4 P. M.

All candidates for the Freshman baseball teams to meet at 125 today in Room 4 of the Union. The manager expects a large number of men out for it as there is some good baseball material in the class. Manager Stevens will make announcements as to the schedule and the place and time of practice and all the plans for the coming season will be talked over. The schedule is nearly complete and practice will be started at once.

CATHOLIC CLUB

Dr. Thos. F. Harrington To Speak Wednesday Night.

The regular dinner and meeting of the Catholic Club will be held Wednesday at 6 P. M. in the Union. After supper Dr. Thos. F. Harrington, the director of hygiene in the Boston Public Schools, will give a talk. Dr. Harrington spoke to the Club four years ago and those who heard him then say that every man should hear him. He will probably speak on the Public Health question.

LEMONIER EXHIBIT

(Continued from Page 1.)

that he is inscrutable by technique but uses pencil, pencil, chalk and ink with a magnificent sense of scale and proportion.

In his "Monument of the Grand Arman," a pen rendering, there is a perfect expression of the function of the conception. The thing builds well to its logical crowning of a tattered eagle, every angle of which contributes its due share to the scheme.

Among the drawings is a grand panorama of a civic center wherein M. Le Monnier has shown his big¬ness in point of view by the simplicity of its handling. The splendid treatment in this picture is one of the most appealing of the exhibition.

In the drawing which won for him the Souvign prize at the Roole de Beaux Arts there is shown the splendid imagination and facility for drawing which has made him an acknowledged master. The design of "A Military Aviation Field" shows the conception of something which hints at the very bigness of the dis¬signer by his difference in character from the smaller problems. Everything in it contributes to the idea and the result is a stern and appre¬ciably wartime establishment.

The exhibition will continue for a short time at least and is open to all Tufts men and their friends.

There is also now hung the senior problem of the "Library for a City of Importance" as well as short sketches of library entrances. The fifth year students are represented by the designs of "An Academy of Music."